THE MEDICO-LEGAL SOCIETY
A meeting of the Society was held at the Royal Society ofMedicine, London w.I. on Thursday, 8th February 1990. The President, Dr ID.K. Burton was in the Chair. QUACK CANCER CURES OR SCIENTIFIC REMEDIES by Professor MICHAEL BAUM, ChM, FRCS The President: Professor Michael Baum is Professor of Surgery at Kings College Hospital, but he will be leaving there shortly and going to the RoyalMarsden Hospital. His specialty has been the treatment of cancer, particularly cancer of the breast. One of his interests has been (as he says in Who's Who and I have discovered from speaking to him) philosophising, but he is particularly interested in 'quack cancer cures'. I think he will probably tell you more about how his interest arose and the work that he has done on this. If! can just introduce him (probably in the best way that I can) by saying this, that earlier on I said to somebody "Oh, we have been entertaining the speaker", and my other guest said "Oh, no, no; he has been entertaining us". So I think you are going to have a very pleasant evening. Thank you very much. Professor Baum.
(Applause).
Professor Baum: Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I do appreciate the honour you have conferred on me in inviting me to give this address. At the last of these meetings I attended in this room I think the Chief Rabbi was your guest -it is a hard act to follow. Anyway, I think I am funnier than he is. (Laughter) .
My interest in the subject of quack cancer cures was fact entirely the fault of His Highness the Prince of Wales, and it happened in this way: eight years ago, at the l50th anniversary of the British Medical Association, the Prince was invited to be the President; he takes all his responsibilities very seriously and at the end of his year of office he gave a rousing address to the assembled masses of doctors at the Royal Festival Hall. I will quote just one paragraph from that address: "Don't under-estimate the importance of an awareness of what lies beneath the surface of the visible world and of those ancient, unconscious forces which still help to shape the psychological attitudes of modem man. Sophistication is only skin deep, and when it comes to healing people, it seem to me that account has to be taken of those sometimes long neglected complementary methods of medicine".
He was, therefore, nailing his colours to the mast in favour of complementary and alternative medicine. Now there.must have been some orchestrated response to the Prince's address, because within a few days a series of articles started to appear in the top people's paper, 'The Times', written by Ruth West and Brian Inglis, all promoting the cause of alternative medicine. The first article stated, unequivocally, "If the mind is fit, the body will cure itself', and then there was a great polemic on why a fit mind will cure all diseases. The next day there was another article entitled "Time to shake the medicine", which was extolling the virtues ofhomoeopathy, acupuncture and other alternative models of health care. And there wasyet one other article as well, which I haven't illustrated here. So a series of three full-page articles extollingthe virtues of alternativemedicine. And it wasconcludedon the fourthdaybyan editorial, in the top left hand column of that most prestigious page in our most prestigious daily newspaper, entitled"Physician, healthyself', andit concludedbysaying thatmedicine was too important to be left to the doctors. It didn't in fact suggestwho it should be left to -perhaps journalists or politicians! I leave you to take your pick.
Nowthat wasthe response of the top people's paper. I've always suspectedthough that the bottompeople havemore common sense than the majority of the top people, and on the following day, in one of the bottompeople'snewspapers, wesawthislovely cartoon of a BMA witch doctor "The headache is still there, Dr Soames. MaybeI could just havean aspirin!", which I think saysit all.
Butit didn'tstopthere. Next, the Princecommandedthe Royal SocietyofMedicine, this very Society -to establish a colloquium or a series of colloquia between representatives of orthodoxmedicalestablishments and representatives ofalternative medicine. At this point I was honoured -I think it wasan honour -to be invitedto represent surgery from the orthodoxpoint of view.Nowuntil that point I had always prided myselfas being somethingofan iconoclast, and here I wassuddenlybranded as a member of the orthodox medical establishment. Anyway, I wentalong, because I thought it might be fun, and in any case I wantedto tell everybodyhow I'd met the Prince of Wales -and you can dine out on that quite a few times! Well, it wasvery,very interesting. Butit didn't stop there. The nightafter the first of these colloquia there was a 4-page pull-out supplement in the Evening Standard explaining the Prince's attitude to alternative medicine -"Charles and the Health Challenge".
It was now getting quite serious, because here we had the Prince, who is very respected and loved in this country, extolling the virtues of alternative medicine. I found this very disturbing, and at the next colloquium, when we were once again debating whether the earth was flat and whether there were eight pulses at the umbilicus, I couldn't contain myself any longer and I leapt to my feet and I stated: "Withthe greatestof respect,yourRoyal Highness, sir,ladiesand gentlemen, I slightly disagree. I don't think there are eight pulses at the umbilicus; in factI haveneverfelt a singlepulse''. And the proponentof the pulses at the umbilicusassured me thatthis is an art thatveryfew ofus couldmasterandhe wasone ofthelastofthe few whocould feel the eight pulses at the umbilicus. I was clearly put in my place.
Now the word leaked out that some orthodox, establishment doctor had dared challengethe Prince about alternativemedicine,and the following dayI had a 'phone callfromthe Evening Standard: "Wehear thatyouhavechallenged thePrinceofWales about alternativemedicine''. I said: "Well, that's not actuallytrue, Ijust differedover whether there wereeight pulses at the umbilicus,that's all". "Wellwewouldlike you to write a response to the Prince in the EveningStandard". I said: "No, no; modesty forbids me. I don't want to get involved in controversy. No, thank you very much". They said: "We will pay you". (Laughter) . And I thought "lowe it to medicine that I should respond to the challengethrown downby the Prince of Wales". (Laughter) . "But I demandequalcoverage; I alsowanta 4-pagepull-outsupplement". (Laughter). "No", they said, "you're not a Prince, your're only a Professor; you get one page". So I thought about it for a moment and then I said: "Okay, providing I can read the fmal manuscript and approve it before it's published". And they said: "Ofcourse you can, sir; we are men of honour". So I approved the final draft of my manuscript and then the following day it was published, and, to my dismay, the sub-editors had been at it. First of all, they'd got hold ofthis appalling photograph of me, looking like a pompous, arrogant member of the medical establishement; secondly, they'd put words into my mouth that I never said. "With respect, your Highness, you've got it wrong" -I never said that. They said I said it; who am I to disagree with the Press? There goes my knighthood! (Laughter). And, worst of all, worst of all -and it doesn't show here -at the last minute they took out the bottom half of these two columns in order to put in an emergency, last minute advert, for a sale of oriental carpets! (Laughter).
This utterly, utterly destroyed the sense of my article; in fact I came out saying the opposite of what I really wanted to say. And therefore I never miss an opportunity of correcting this injustice to myself and speaking to intelligent audiences such as you and explaining what I really did mean to say in this article.
And this is what I meant to say: now here are two members of the alternative medical establishment. Delightful gentlemen -this fellow is a homoeopathist and this chap is an acupuncturist -very, very charming, lovely bedside manners; I'm sure just being in their care you will feel better to begin with. Here is another one. He is a manipulator of spines, a chiropractor -or was he an osteopath? I often get the two confused. Anyway, he could cure most diseases by manipulating the spine. And I ask myself: what do they have in common? A homoeopathist, an acupuncturist and an osteopath, what do they have in common? Why do they club together, call themselves holistic practitioners and then attack the medical profession? I didn't understand this, because each of their health beliefsystems was complete in itself, each were panacea systems. Homoeopathists, acupuncturists and osteopaths have complete systems, complete models of the body in their minds, which are alternative to the biological model that we happen to believe in, and yet they gang up and claim that they're holistic and we're something else.
Well I gavea lot of thought to this, and what I'm going to tell you is my interpretation. I think the difference is one entirely of scientific philosophy, and the common philosophy underpinning all of these alternative systems is described as Aristotelian inductivism -forgive me for the little bit of jargon. Inductivism is a very primitive, simple model of the scientific process that dates back to the ancient Greeks. It starts off by the building of a hypothesis, and the hypothesis is built as the result of observations, coupled with intuition. A hypothesis is obviously a fiction, and therefore you have to apply some imaginative leap to combine the observations into a model or a hypothesis. The inductivist then seeks corroborative evidence to demonstrate the perfection of the hypothesis, and when he is satisfied that he has collected sufficient corroborative evidence, the hypothesis is translated into a dogma, and from these biological models, dogmatic assertions about therapy emerge. Now superficially that looks very attractive. I now want to describe to you the hazards of inductivism. First of all, I will show you a mathematical proof illustrating the problems of inductivism. This is 'Baum's Theorem'. In all modesty, it's not my theorem, it's my brother Harold's, who is a very fine mathematician. His theorem is that all odd numbers are prime numbers, and the proof ishere: 1is odd and prime, 3 is odd and prime, 5 is odd and prime, 7 is odd and prime, 9 is experimentalerror, 11 is odd and prime, 13 is odd and prime. I think you are sufficientlyconvincednow that all odd numbers are prime numbers. Now let's turn to the biological system -and here I'm recounting the famous analogy ofDavidHume, the Scottish18th centuryscientific philosopher -and it goes like this: I live in Dulwich, and in Dulwichwehavea park and on the lake in the park there are whiteswans. I formulateda hypothesisthat all swanswerewhite.I travelled the lengthandbreadthofthiscountryand ineverypark the swans are white. I therefore havethe dogmatic beliefthat to be a swanyou haveto be white. I visited Australia a few years ago and when I was in Perth they took me to their botanical gardens and showedme black swan-like birds and insistedthey wereswans. Well I ask you, ladies and gentlemen, how foolish can you be? And this corroborated another hypothesis of mine, that all Australians are ineducable. (Laughter) .
But that is naive inductivism, and I want to warn you against more sophisticated inductivism, and here I recountone of the tales ofBertrand Russell, of the 'inductive turkey'. This highlyintelligent turkeywhoentereda turkeyfarmonecoldJanuaryday and the following daywasdelightedto fmd that at 9 o'clocka healthymealwasserved to him, and for the nextfewweeks, at 9 o'clockeverymorning,he had a healthy meal, and he formulatedthe hypothesisthat turkeys are fed at 9 o'clock. But he wasa very sophisticated inductivistand he wantedto testthis hypothesis under differentcircumstances, under differentconditions. So he testedit in the spring and he testedit in the summer, he tested it during weekdays and he tested it at weekends,and sure enough everyday, under all conditions,breakfastwasservedat 9 o'clock. He thereforesatisfied his inductiveconsciencethat turkeysare fedat 9 o'clock. On the 24th December he woke up in anticipation of his breakfast but unfortunately his throat was cut! Nowwhathas that got todo withcancer?Wellit's goteverythingtodo withcancer. In this advertisement which appeared in 1908 we have a very early quack cancer therapist extollinghis techniquesfor curing cancer. What I wantyouto notice about this advertisement for Dr Johnson's remedy (I'm not sure what it was, but that isn't the thepoint)is thatit shows twobooks. One bookis theelaborationof the theory why Dr Johnson's remedy shouldcure cancer, the other book is his testimonialbook, 125 pagesof anecdotesdemonstratingthe perfection of Dr Johnson's remedy in the cure of cancer. Now all of you should know the hazards of ancedotal evidence, or all of you who practise medicine would think that this type of naive inductivism could no longer satisfy eventhe most credulous of individuals. But this is sadly not the case. I have a book.on my bookshelf, which is currently in press. It is a very popular book, and it's entitled ''A Cancer Therapy. The Cure of AdvancedCancer by Diet Therapy -The Gerson Diet. Resultsof 50 cases''. The first half of this book is the hypothetical elaboration why Dr Gerson's diet ought to cure cancer. The second half of the book is the 50 ancedotesdemonstrating that the naturalhistoryof cancercan be influenced by diet. Now does this matter? I think it matters very much, and we are all witnessingthe tragedies of patients who are naive or gullible enough to believethe blandishments of the alternative medicine lobby. I'm sorry to shock you with this photograph, but it's one ofmanythatI havein mycollection.It alsois one thatoutragesme and offends me. Thisactuallyis the cadaverofa youngwomanwhodied at Christmasin my ward, and she died suffering terribly from the ravages of uncontrolled advanced breast cancer. Nowyou only see half of her problem here. The most important part of her problem wasn'tjust the malignantulcer, it wasthat the disease had extendedinto the brachial plexus; her arm was paralysed and swollenand she was in agony, and she came in to die. She had suffered from that cancer for eight years, during which time shehadbeeninthe handsofthe ChristianScientists. Christian Scientists, to my mind, aren't Christian, and they're certainly not scientists.They had been prayingoverthis tumour for eight years, and when I taxed the family with this and asked them what their responsewasto this tragedy, half the membersof the familyblamedthemselves, because "Weweren'tprayinghard enough". The other half of the familysaid "Well, it wasGod'swill". Sothefailure ofthe methodis rationalised away -the experimental error in the proof of Baum's Theorem. This is a slightlymore subtle exampleof the same process at work, showingyou the other extreme of breast cancer -a very nice, middle class woman, highly intelligent, who presented with a thickeningin the upper outer quadrant of the right breast. Nothingclinicallyobviouswasfoundbut mammographyshowedan unequivocalcancer. I recommended biopsy and conservative surgery, but she didn't trust doctors, because she'd heard the malicious lies about 'doctors either cut you, burn youor poisonyou',and there wasthis nice, kind holistictherapy which wasavailable fromthe friendlyneighbourhoodhomoeopathist.She wentto a homeophathist, who I thinkfrankly, wascriminallynegligent to takeher on. Shewastreatedwithhomoeopathicremediesforeighteenmonthsand the tumour got biggerand bigger. Curiously enough, she kept comingback for checks and I kept reinforcingthe messageand she keptaskingfor mammograms -and I havein facta series of mammogramsshowing the natural history of untreated breast cancer -and in 1989, she finally decided to have surgery.
Nowthe interestingthing wasthat her attitude wasnot "What a fool I've been" or "What crooks these homoeopathists are who believe they can treat cancer with homoeopathy". Her attitude was "Homoeopathy has done all it can for me and I'm verygratefulfor the way it has checkedthe growthofthis tumour, becausehere I am, still alive, but I think it's now time for the orthodox medical profession to come and help out the homoeopathist".
Howdo theygetaway withit?Thisishowtheygetaway withit: Thisisan illustration which relates to a real life tragedy. It concerns Lilian Board, who was an Olympic athlete, who died from non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, I think it wasabout twelveyears ago. Instead of being allowedto die in peace, amongst the bosom of her family, the word had got out that there was a famous doctor, a Dr IsseIs, who worked in the Bavarian Alps, and he could cure cancer; he could cure cancer by a prescription of Fresh Alpineair, mountainclimbing,dentalextraction,tonsillectomy and purgation; it was a wonderfulcocktail; so she wasdragged out to spend her remaining days in the Bavarian Alps.
Nowthis really illustrates, for all the types of cancer quackery, howthey get away with it and how the public is hoodwinked (Fig.l) . For this example, we have three hopeless cases. Three patients havebeen told they only have six months to live and Hypothetical example of "three hopeless cases" who are prescribed mountain climbing am/fresh alpine air, as treatmentfor their cancers.
they're prescrihed a course of fresh air and mountain climbing. The first patient dies at the foot of the mountain, like Lilian Board. "Well, she should have come sooner. because by the time she came to me the disease was too advanced: what chance did I have?" The second one dies half-way up the mountain. "Well he didn't complete the treatment, hecause the complete course of treatment was three episodes of mountain climbing and he only completed half an episode of mountain climbing. If only he wouldhavecompleted the treatment". The third makes it up to the top of the mountain, completes three of these episodes and doesn't die in six months but goes on and lives for an unspecified duration.
Nowof course the problem here is that there are no such patients: there is no patient that is only given six months to live. None of you doctors in this audience would have the temerity to prognosticate with such precision, "This patient has six months to live". And yet this myth is so firmly instilled inthe public eyeand constantly reinforced by irresponsible media coverage that you cannot shake it.
There are many patients with advanced cancer who have a median survival of six months, and it's the problem of trying to explain biological variation to a lay public where we fall down. This, for an example, is a graph (Fig.Z) showing the mortality from liver metastases, and yes, half the patients will he dead at six months. Wedon't know who they are, but we know half will be dead. We know that 90 % will be dead at twelve months, but we also know that a small per cent will live beyond twelve months. We don't know why they live longer than the others, but they do, and some will go on and live two/three years without any treatment at all. Now if youjust select
Life tabledemonstrating prognosisofhypotheticalpatientswithadvancedcancerand a median expectationofsurvival ofsix months.
the tail of the curve, and claim that these were patients who were given six months to live, then you can prove your hypothesis inductively and treat them with anything you can think of. Standing on one leg and reciting the Lord's Prayer under a full moon will improve their six months prognosis, as well as coffee enemas, purgation and herbal medicine. So these are the ancedotal cases which corroborate inductively any type of quack nonsense you care to come up with. And then this is how it develops: the miracle cancer cure is invented by the quack, based on folk remedies, intuition or divine revelation. He collects these anecdotal bits of evidence and puts them together as a book, "My Fifty Cases". He then gets an influx of desperate people, who feel "There's nothing to lose. I was only given six months; I may as well try this miracle cancer cure", More anecdotal evidence accumulates. Now what is interesting about these people is they're not your average Camberwellian, these are rich and powerful people, the only ones who can travel the world seeking the miracle cure, and eventually the gullible person index, the GPI, reaches a critical level and these rich, powerful individuals apply pressure on the Government to investigate the claims that the orthodox medical establishment chooses to ignore because of the "closed shop". Eventually we succumb, every decade with monotonous regularity, and another one of these claims is investigated. The BMA havejust completed this sequence of events; ten years ago, after the Lilian Board affair, there was an RCP committee that investigated Issels' claims, and each time so far (maybe there will be a miracle cure one day) -the scientists show that there's nothing in it. Immediately there is the inevitable reaction from the miracle pedlars, "Well they would, wouldn't they? They're protecting a closed shop, and, in any case, they tested the wrong one and the wrong dose, and we have a miracle cure mark II", and slowly the whole cycle starts again, as we're seeing at the moment.
What is the alternative to alternative medicine? I think the only alternative to alternative medicine is modem scientific medicine, and if medicine can claim to be a science at all, then it should apply itselfto a hypothetical deductive model of science, which goes something like this: you start offby generating the hypotesis in exactly the same way as the inductivist; clinical observations, intuition, leap of imagination -hypothesis. Now the difference between medical scientists and non-scientists is that there will be another guy, equally brilliant, making equally good observations, who has a different leap of imagination and comes up with an alternative hypothesis. So quite the opposite to how we're stigmatised bythe opposition as people lacking imagination, lacking in flair. The problem with us scientific doctors, we've got too much imagination. We have so much imagination that for the same series of observations each one of us can come up with a different hypothesis. But where we differ from the quacks is the intellectual honesty that we apply in setting up experimentation tofalsify our hypothesis. An hypothesis is a fiction, it's an act of creation, therefore, if you apply sufficient rigorous tests you will inevitably falsify it. But along the way, as you demonstrate the inadequacies ofyour hypothesis, you will gain new insights into the disease and come up with another hypothesis. Meanwhile, in another country, or another part of the same country, another hypothesis emerges, and so further experiments and falsifications continue. Now I recognise that this is a rather simplified version of Popperian philosophy, but it is sufficient, for the purpose of this discussion, to make the demarcation between orthodox and alternative medicine. Now let's see how it worked in the history of medicine. The first randomised clinical trial was conducted by James Lind in 1747. He had, on his Royal Navy ship, twelve cases of scurvy, and he took six folk remedies for scurvy and tested them out. He randomised his twelve patients so that two had cider, two had vinegar, two had sea water, two vitriol, two oranges and lemons and two nutmeg. The two that had the oranges and lemons made a miraculous recovery and went on to act as nurses to the remainder of the control groups throughout the course of the voyage. And that brilliant, simply experiment demonstrated how oranges and lemons are good for curing scurvy. Tragically, the Royal Navy didn't believe him. Had the Royal Navy believed him, we would not have lost critical sea battles during the War of Independence with America, when half the British Navy were down with scurvy, and had the British Government and the Royal Navy believed James Lind's experiments, the United States of America would still be governed from Whitehall. (Laughter).
In 1834 James Jackson, writing in the Lancet, stated:
"If anything may be regarded as settled in the treatment of disease, it is that blood-letting is useful in the class of diseases called 'inflammatory' ", Well, two years later Jean-Pierre Philippe Louis, in Paris, published his revolutionary studies of the effect of blood-letting on pneumonia. He took advantage of a natural experiment to refute the major dogma of the day, that blood-letting was good for inflammation. Quite by chance, his patients had been admitted over a IO-day period and in some cases the houseman delayed the blood-letting for nearly ten days. In other cases by chance blood-letting was commenced within the first two days. Dr Louis looked at the numbers who died as a proportion of those at risk and he found that, contrary to the popular dogma, the sooneryou bled them and the more you bled them the more they died. So the group who had been neglected and had their venesection delayed for ten days had the better survival. That illustrates the importance of challenging dogma and questioning received wisdom. It isn't that we may be wrong and that the treatments are of no value, but we should question if our treatments are not only valueless but positively harmful.
Ifonly we would, as a profession, stick to the scientific method. Tragically, over the last hundred years again and again the profession has blundered by pursuing the same stupid path of inductivism. And here are just a few more examples in my own subject of surgery. Up until Lord Lister's famous discoveries it was considered that pus was necessary for healing, and surgeons used to talk about 'laudable pus' and would get agitated if the wound did not become purulent. In fact Lord Lister was considered unethical by inhibiting the formation of pus and had a very bad time at my hospital in the early years ofthis century. Up until 1930 the most popular operation in this country was surgery for ptosis. Backache and neurasthenia were thought to be due to misplacement of the kidneys and the womb and surgeons made their names and fortunes by opening up people and hitching up their kidneys and hitching up the womb to cure this so-called ptosis. Way up to 1935 surgeons were doing total colectomy for constipation, because of the beliefthat the constipated bowel led to self-poisoning; toxins were absorbed and this made you depressed and caused anxiety and backache again.That operation, I am glad to say, has died a natural death.
The standard operation in this country for Raynaud's disease is sympathectomy, because of the beautiful hypothesis that vasospasm of the fingers, is due to sympathetic over-activity, therefore you divide the sympathetic nerves and the Raynaud's will get better. The fact that the Raynaud's doesn't get better doesn't in any way detract from the popularity of the operation and to this day surgeons are doing cervical sympathectomies for Raynaud's disease, in the absence of any evidence that it does anything to improve the lot of the patient.
Thehistory oftreatmentfor early breast cancer
I would now like to come to my own pet subject and give you a very brief history of the treatment of breast cancer, which again illustrates the hazards of inductivism and demonstrates that this is equally common in orthodox medical circles as well as in alternative circles. Cancer of the breast is a dreaded disease, the commonest cancer amongst women in this country. The fear is that of a premature death from the cancer and also the mutilation by surgery. In fact surgery for breast cancer is a relative newcomer. The disease, until the early 18thcentury, was treated by purgation and diet. But surgery was introduced, in the days before anaesthesia and antisepsis. Most of these poor women died, but what I want to emphasise is that the operation was really only carried out for the very advanced stages of the disease.
The first formal description of a biological model of breast cancer, can be attributed to Virchow in 1840. He suggested that the cancer spread up the lymphatics to the axilliary lymph nodes, and he postulated that the disease was one of centrifugal spread and with the axillary lymph nodes acted as filters, siphoning out the cancer cells and controlling the distal spread. Tocorroborate that hypothetical model he used cadaveric dissections, demonstrating that women dying of the disease seldom had tumor affecting the distal limbs. So the women were dying before the disease had time to spread along the lymphatics to the forearms and lower legs. Now you may think that that is an incredibly naive approach, and yet this was precisely the biological model (the anatomical model) upon which Halsted designed his classic radical mastectomy. And here is an illustration from his classic paper in 1907from 'The Annals of Surgery' (Fig.3) . Again he is making the point that Virchow
Illustration from Halstead's publication in the Annals ofSurgery 1907. The shaded areas represent sites of' a) sub-cutaneous nodules (b) bone metastases, commonly present at the time ofdeath.
made, that the patient dies with bone metastases or cutaneous deposits confined to the shaded area, therefore it would be possible to cure all cases of breast cancer by simply removing the shaded area surgically! But, of course, there was a certain limitation to how much of a woman one can take away and send her back to the bed. So he compromised and argued that a simple mastectomy as surgeons would have carried out prior to the 1890s, would not be as effective as a radical resection that extended the surgery beyond the possibility oflymphatic permeation ofthe disease. And it was on this theory that the classic radical operation was invented and is still practised in many parts of the world to this day. Now, curiously enough when I first came to study the history of this subject I could find no prima facie evidence that the introduction of the radical mastectomy did anything to improve on survival. In fact, Halsted's collective series, published from Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, in 1932, could only demonstrate a 12% 10-year survival from the radical operation, which we can compare, retrospectively, with a series of 600 cases treated in Philadelphia by Gross by simple mastectomy, which had a very, very similar 10-year survival.
Also you may be curious to wonder what the miracle break-through has been between 1932and 1990, where we would reckon at least a 50% 10-year survival. Well I have to disappoint you: there has been no major break-through. The only difference is we're better at selecting our cases. We're much more careful and we only choose the most favourable cases for doing our surgery, whereas at the turn of the century they were operating on all comers, mainly because there was no alternative (there was little in the way of radiotherapy or drugs therapy available). Now when surgeons get frustrated, instead of sitting back and saying "Well, hang on a minute, chaps. Perhaps we're doing something wrong", they tend to over-react and say "Well, hang on a minute, chaps. We're not doing it right enough". And so instead of questioning the underlying model, they merely argued that the surgery wasn't radical enough, and in the '30s and '40s surgeons started doing super-radical surgery, including the barbaric practice, that was in vogue in the 1920s, oftaking the Halsted radical mastectomy and extending it into a fore-quarter amputation, which is, if you like, reductio ad absurdum.
Fortunately, a reaction set in. Sir Geoffrey Keynes, of St Bartholomew's was so appalled by the barbarity of the surgeons at the time that he invented an ultraconservative approach to the disease, and in the BMJ in 1932 he published a paper advocating 'lumpectomy' and radium needle insertion and demonstrated that his series survived equally well as the series treated at University College Hospital by Halsted radical mastectomy. No-one took him seriously; in fact when he went to lecture in America he was vilified or, worse still, ignored. I respect him enormously for his contributions in this area, but I want you to notice that although the outcome of his treatment was conservative, the intent was radical: he still felt that the whole field should be treated, either by surgery or by the addition or radiation. Nevertheless, a lot of suffering could have been prevented if this approach had been adopted.
After the war there was a famous debate in this Society between the few proponents of conservative surgery versus the arch-radicalists, and Sir Stanford Cade, who was the doyen of surgical oncology in this country at the time, summed up the debate by stating:
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"It is my contention that in stage 1of the disease the best method of treatment is radical mastectomy". Everyone was so overawed by the contention of Sir Stanford Cade that everyone agreed he must be right, and radical mastectomy again became "the treatment of choice", the popular approach.
Well,just howterrific werethe results of radical mastectomyin the 1940s? Weare indebtedto John Haybittleand Diana Brinkleyfor this graph. (Fig.4) . Theycollected together 700 cases treated by radical mastectomy in Cambridge and have followed themup almostforever, and theydemonstrated thatevenforthe mostfavourable stages of the diseasethe radical mastectomyis onlycapableofcuring about30%longterm, because of the relentless recurrence of the disease with the passing of the years. Brinkley & Haybittle's analysisofthe longtenn survivalofpatientstreatedby radical mastectomy between1947and 1950 in Cambridge. Theexcessriskofdyingfromstage 1 & 2 casesdisappearsat about 20yearsaftersurgery, leavinga groupofabout30% who may be judged as "statistically cured':
So how were surgeons and radiotherapists going to respond to this evidencethat the treatment that was standard and conventional was not all that good? Well, I collectedsome responsesto this assertion following a lecturetour I made in America about ten years ago. I was assured by some radiologists that it was the fault of the patients for not coming early enough -"What we need is screening. Then we'll get the disease early and then, you'll see, radical mastectomywill cure them all". At the MemorialHospital/theSloan-Kettering Institute, in NewYork, I wasassuredthatthe surgery in Britain wasn't perfect enough. You really haveto do a meticulous radical mastectomy, and it had to take fivehours, otherwise youweren't reallydoingit right. I went to the M.D. Anderson Hospital in Texas and I was told that the addition of radical radiotherapy would improve the long-term cure if only we did it right! And then everyone of these colleagues had the anecdote, the patient who had the radical treatment and survived for 25 years. This is such a patient. She was admitted to Dulwich Hospital a few years ago following a fall and my houseman noticed that she'd had a radical mastectomy, and when we went into the history, sure enough she had that operation 30 years ago, and was alive and well to tell the tale. Now, ladies and gentlemen, that brings us into the 1960s/l970s, and I would submit to you that those responses, are no different to the inductivism of Dr Issels. "Pity the patient didn't come sooner". "Early diagnosis and radical mastectomy would cure". "Pity he didn't complete the treatment". "Give the radiotherapy my way". "Do the radical mastectomy my way and you will cure them". And the anecdotal case report. Now this patient is almost too good to be true. This same old lady didn't like her operation and when she developed the second breast cancer a year later and was advised to have the second radical mastectomy, she demurred and took herselfoffto the friendly neighbourhood herbalist, who applied some poultice, and, 10 and behold, she's alive and well. Please, whatever you do, don't misunderstand me. I'm not advocating herbalism for the treatment of breast cancer. What I'm trying to point out to you is that the evidence adduced in favour of the Halsted radical mastectomy is no more powerful than the evidence adduced in favour of herbal remedies.
The correct response to the evidence that the radical mastectomy fails is to say that it could be based on a false hypothesis, and here I want to illustrate very briefly an alternative hypothesis concerning the nature of breast cancer. And it goes very simply: instead oflooking upon the disease as an anatomical challenge, spreading centrifugally in all directions, we should look upon it as a biological challenge; we have favourable breast cancers which present as node-negative disease and unfavourable breast cancers which present as node-positive disease: where the disease is node-positive, this is a symptom of a systemic disorder. Now if that hypothesis is true, there are very interesting corollaries, in a favourable node negative case 'lumpectomy' will cure the patient; in an unfavourable node positive case no local treatment is going to cure the patient, unless you give some additional systemic therapy.
What we experienced ten years ago about breast cancer can be considered a conceptual revolution. But there are dangers here. Just because the new model or the new interpretation of the disease is more attractive doesn't mean it is true. It is merely an alternative hypothesis. And this is where the randomised controlled trials enter the scene. The randomised controlled trial is the medical expression of the scientific deductive process at work. We tend to think of the trial as just comparing two treatments. But the better way of thinking of randomised controlled trials is to look upon them as a comparison of two biological models of a disease, each suggesting a different treatment. Now, for early breast cancer the anatomical model of the disease suggested radical mastectomy, whereas the biological model of the disease, would suggest conservation of the breast, adjuvant systemic therapy, and so on. In comparing these two treatments you are comparing two hypothetical models, and whichever treatment is better supports whichever hypothetical model it relates to. But in making this comparison we develop new insights into the disease, which allow us to come up with alternative treatments based on modifications of the alternative hypothesis.
Since surgeons began to challenge the dogmatic assertions of the anatomical school, the subject has suddenly opened up.
We start off with the anatomical hypothesis which suggested the classic radical mastectomy; the biological hypothesis supported conservative surgery. No difference in outcome -the biological predeterminism model is supported. This then suggests that further ultra-conservative approaches would do just as well, and also suggests that some form ofadjuvant systemic therapy, attacking the putative metastases in the body, would do even better. We have now demonstrated that in many cases ultraconservative therapy is just as good as ultra-radical therapy, and we have also demonstrated systemic therapy has a significant effect in prolonging survival.
1haven't time to go into all these biological fall-outs, but 1can assure you that the subject is galloping ahead now, with lots of modest advances in treatment, but even more exciting new hypotheses, wonderful new ideas, which are taking us into areas of new drug development, the prevention of cancer and the treatment of disease other than breast cancer. The subject has woken up, it's alive, it's exciting, and the beneficiaries of all this scientific activity are the women who are now living longer, with less mutilating surgery.
And the very final word 1 would like to leave to the Maimonides physician and philosopher from 12th century Alexandria.
"Teach thy tongue to say 'I do not know' and thou shalt progress".
That should be our watchword, and that should be the only demarcation between orthodox and alternative medicine. We should be prepared to say "We do not know. Let's find out", and those who stand up and say "We know everything" should be treated with the scepticism that they deserve.
Thank you. (Applause).
Discussion
The President: Well, ladies and gentlemen, Professor Baum has offered to answer any questions you may have. I'm sure, from what he'sjust said, the answer to each of them will be "I do not know". The President: One thing that has intrigued me: you put the question, sir, at the very beginning that there was a constant factor between all these other holistic forms of treatment. Am I being unduly cynical in sayingthe constant factor seems to be that you charge a fee? It's not a question of the person who is receiving the fee, but the person paying it is unwilling to accept that they havepaid for something that they haven't got. I get this idea from Mark Twain, in Huckleberry Finn, where the Duke and (whatever it was) the two hucksters who go with him, they con an audience and the audience don't wantto let onto theother townspeople thattheyhave beenconned, andone wondersif this isthe filet,that youpay for something and you don't like to accept that you've been conned and it actually does you good? Professor Baum: Right. That is in fact a very complicated questionyou'veasked, becauseI'm not pretending for a moment that all these alternative practitioners are charlatans, far from it; in fact I suspect that the majority are very sincere in their beliefs. There is the Society of Faith Healers, who are verynicepeople -I knowtheir President -and theyare verygenuinepeople, whobelievetheyhave a gift, and they believe the public should benefit fromtheir gift freeofcharge. Sofaithhealersdo not charge -maybe that's why they are not very effective! The placebo effect of charging is very important and I haveno doubt that manypeople do not value anything that is given for free and that if it costsmoneytheyvalueit, andthe moreit coststhe morepotenttheythinkthetreatmentis. I can seethat thereis an enormousplaceboeffectthere. The other advantage of paying for something is that it then allowsthe practitioner to structure his day in such a Wlrj that hecan givehistime tothe individual, and I have no doubt that a lot of the successes of alternative medicine are due to the simple fact that alternative practitioners in the private sector have at least half an hour for patients, and I am sure that if many general practitioners could afford half an hour withcounsellingand chattingand comforting, the patients wouldbe more satisfiedthan they are. There'sa lotofdissatisfaction withmodemmedicine because of the appalling hurry with which wehave to practise and the appalling pressures. Mr Asher: Some while ago -I am a total layman as far as these medical matters are concerned -I went to Lourdes. I was slightly cynical, because I washed some of the water on my head and no hair wasforthcoming, but there were people who were less cynicalabout the matter than me and there did appear to be some miracle cures. Now, I know nothingaboutit: hasanyresearchbeendoneintothat and is there anything in this at all and what in fact is the role of the mind in these matters? Professor Baum: The answerto your last question is that the role of the mind in the control of cancer is a subject worthyof study. It's a subject to which I devotesome time. It's worthyof scientific study, but all you can say at the moment is that the jury is out on thatone, andanyonewho statesthat the mind can controlcancer is makingfraudulentstatements, in the absence of knowledge. As far as Lourdes is concerned, it may surprise you that if I have a sincerely believing Catholic patient I will encourage them to go to Lourdes. I encourage them because if you are a believer, a passionatebelieverand youhavea passionatefaith, then faith and belief are enormously comforting to people who are desperate and dying. Lourdes is beautifullyorganised -theyhavechar-a-bancsand charteredflights and the wholething is done in great comfort, and patientsof mine havecome back from Lourdes sayinghow spirituallyupliftedthey feltby the experience, and anything that makes a patient feel better is great. However I'm against deluding the public into thinkingjust because you feel better you are getting better. Now, as far as the miracle cancer cures are concerned, miracles, by definition, are very rare events, and before the Catholic Church will agree there's a miracle, as you know, they havean intense scrutiny,and they even put in a devil's advocate.So I respect what the Catholic Church is trying to do in defining miracle cancer cures, and, as you can imagine, they are extremely rare. AlecSamuels: I am sir,a lawyer, a completelayman in these matters. Am I not right in thinking that althoughtheconventional wisdomisthatonecarries out scientific experiments -you talk about your randomisedclinicaltrials and so on -am I not right in thinking that the history of science has been, to a not inconsiderable extent, the unexpected discoveryin unexpectedcircumstances, and may it not be that the scientific method in itself is a dangerously limited approach? Professor Baum: That is a fundamental question in this whole discussion. I did emphasise that the model of the scientific process I described was a somewhatnaivePopperianviewofscience.Nowthe Popperian view of falsification is satisfactory for definingthe normal process of science; this is how scientistsdo science on a day-to-daybasis; but it is quite inadequate to describe the history of science, a better descriptionfor the historyofscience,which supportssomeofthe thingsyou'vesaid, comesfrom people such as Kuhnand Lakatos. Sure, the history of science is dependent on enormous conceptual shifts, where the whole framework of the subject shifts,butyoucan onlyappreciatethis in retrospect. There is a very dangeroussyllogismhere: anyclaim which is heretical must be true because the history of science is based on heretical beliefs; is a self evident absurdity.
So the way we practise science is to remember what you've said about the paradigm shifts of the unexpected discoveries and go ahead with this normal scientific process, but if in amongst this scientific normal process we come across observations which cannot be explained within the framework (the paradigm) by which we work, we mustnotdiscardthem, wemustcherishthem; infilet Thomas Huxley said: ''Always embrace the unexpected finding".
So in fact the history of science isn't just a simple cascade, as I showed you, but a cascade, then a lateral leap, then another cascade and then another lateral leap, and each of these lateral leaps are the paradigm shifts to which you are referring. The President: Some time ago everyone was under the firm impression that the earlier you diagnose cancer the better the results. Professor Baum: Yes. The President: And it then came as rather a surprise that the greater the delay the better the outcome, presumably because the growth itself then obviously was of a less rapid growing type, and therefore the idea of early diagnosis rather fell by the wayside. Was it something like that? Is it something you can explain to us? Professor Baum: I can explain those observations and then briefly mention a new perspective. As far as delay and survival from breast cancer is concerned, you have a peculiar V-shaped curve. You've got this paradox, that very early diagnosis, the patients live a long time; very late diagnois, they live a long time; and what's happening, the very late diagnosis are the tail of that survival curve, which are biologically very selected. The mere fact that they are alive 30 years later -and, I promise you, I have patients with untreated breast cancer for 30 years -is biological selection, self-selection, Afedico-LegaIJournaI58/3 survival of the fittest. Whereas at the other extreme there just may be a few patients who haven't metastasised when they come to you but might have metastasised within a few months. I think those are very rare and I think we are going to have to take stock soon of the recent results of the screening programme, where "early diagnosis improves cure rate". I'm becoming rather sceptical of these claims. I'm not wedded to the idea that early diagnosis is the way for the future. Early diagnosis prolongs the period of observation, and you then get the artefact of increased case survival merely because you're observing the natural history for longer.
The paradigm shift that we may be in the middle of -is to think of these cancer cells in a new way; firstly, that they are not unidirectional, that cancer cells can be taught or persuaded to revert to a benign phenotype, which is a new way oflooking at cancer -we're not now trying to kill cancer, we're just going to try and educate cancer to behave itself; and the biological revolution is to think again about the stromal cells, that the cancer cells do not grow in isolation but are very influenced by the biological messages that are being exchanged with the surrounding stromal cells. So the biological model has become much more sophisticated and, as a result, very exciting new biological cures are on the drawing board at this moment. The President: Sir, we are exceedingly grateful to you. Thank you very much indeed. (Applause).
